
LIFTONIN®-QI 
For a skin in harmony and balance



We know this from music
A piece of music only sounds harmonious with perfectly coordinated 
instruments and the precise direction of a conductor. If a single instrument is 
out of tune or off-key, it ruins the symphony and the joy of listening.

Your skin also has a conductor
Skin functions are directed by epigenetic markings on the DNA. If there is 
dissonance, this stresses and ages the skin.

The solution:
LIFTONIN®-QI – resolves epigenetic dissonance and brings the 
skin back into harmony and balance.

When harmony becomes dissonant ...
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... it is often unbearable



LIFTONIN®-QI - resolves epigenetic dissonance
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and brings the skin back into harmony

LIFTONIN®-QI
MAKES YOUR SKIN SMILE

Makes your 
skin positively 

radiant

Refines the skin 
texture

Creates a 
lifting effect

Protects against 
epigenetic stress 
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Expression pattern

Epigenetics, the programming pattern of genes,
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determines the condition of your skin

ON

OFF

ON

ON

ON

OFF

Genes switched on Genes switched offON OFF Epigenetic clock Skin biology

YOUNG SKIN

AGED SKIN

CHROMOSOME
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Stress

Lifestyle

Nutrition

UV rays

Ageing

When our genes get thrown off course
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epigenetic stress occurs

EVERYDAY TRIGGERS

Reading the genetic code of our genes is variable.

It is not only the inherited information in our genes that determines how we 
develop and how we look. It is important that our epigenetic program turns 
the right genes on and off at the right time. Genes can be switched off 
through DNA methylation. Getting older, our lifestyle, eating habits and 
external influences – all of these things can cause epigenetic stress in our 
skin. Genes critical to younger-looking skin become inactive. This leads to 
premature ageing and other skin changes.

Epigenetic stress

Disruption of the 
skin biology
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…WITH UNPLEASANT CONSEQUENCES

Intrinsic
ageing

Stressful
lifestyle

UV
Nutrient

deficiency

OFF

DNA
methylation

Stress

Lifestyle

Nutrition

UV rays

Ageing

When our genes get thrown off course
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epigenetic stress occurs

EVERYDAY TRIGGERS

Epigenetic stress

Disruption of the 
skin biology

Impaired cell vitality

Thinning of the epidermis

Weakened skin barrier

Inflammatory response

Collagen loss

Accelerated skin ageing

Sagging skin
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into functional proteins in the gene expression

Genetic information is translated

TRANSCRIPTION

In humans, the DNA is packed 
into 2 x 23 different 
chromosomes.

Chromosome
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Histones work like spools 
around which the DNA is wound. 

If the double helix of the DNA is 
exposed, the genes can be read 
from the promoter.

In the transcription process, the 
genetic information of the DNA 
is transcribed by the RNA 
polymerase into messenger RNA 
(mRNA).

In translation, the ribosome 
translates genetic information 
from the mRNA into amino 
acids. This creates a protein. 

Histones

DNA double helix

Amino acids

mRNA

Ribosome

RNA polymerase

TRANSLATION

Promoter

TT GGAA

UU AA

ON
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If the gene expression changes,
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the skin can no longer function properly

Normal skin functions

Impaired skin functions

Promoter blocked

Promoter free

DNA methylation

ON

OFF

This changes the biology of the skin 
and impairs skin functions

Undesired methylation on the promoter 
of important skin genes reduces or 
blocks their expression. 

DNA METHYLATION Gene expression activated

Gene expression blocked
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DNA 
methylation

ON

LIFTONIN®-QI reactivates
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the genes of young skin

CHARACTERISTICS OF EPIGENETIC STRESS LIFTONIN®-QI IN ACTION

Intrinsic
ageing

Stressful
lifestyle

UV
Nutrient

deficiency

STOP

Ganoderma lucidum
extract

Intrinsic
ageing

Stressful
lifestyle

UV
Nutrient

deficiency

OFF

DNA
methylation

Impaired cell vitality

Thinning of the epidermis

Weakened skin barrier

Inflammatory response

Collagen loss

Accelerated skin ageing

Sagging skin

LIFTONIN®-QI
sets the skin to 
"young" mode

Inflammation Inflammation

Strengthened cell vitality

Reinforced epidermis

Improved skin barrier

Soothed skin

Collagen build-up

Elastic and firm skin

Lifted skin

STOP
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LIFTONIN®-QI – For a skin in harmony and balance
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Inspired by the 2012 Nobel Prize in Physiology & 
Medicine on studies about reprogramming 
pluripotent stem cells (epigenetics)

Natural ingredients 

Extract from the number 1 Chinese TCM remedy 
– the mushroom of the gods and longevity:
Ganoderma lucidum

Optimum quality

of ingredients and production: LIFTONIN®-QI is 
manufactured by experts according to the 
highest quality standards

IN A NUTSHELL

In the skin care sector

• Lifting products, remodelling care 

• Anti-ageing products against expression 
lines and to improve the complexion

• Products designed to reinforce the skin 
barrier

In the well-being sector

• For positively radiant skin

HIGHLY VERSATILE

LIFTONIN®-QI relieves epigenetic 
stress and re-programs the skin 
for youthfulness.
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A FACTORY FOR BIOCHEMICAL SUBSTANCES

LIFTONIN®-QI harnesses the best properties
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of Ganoderma lucidum

GANODERMA LUCIDUM
(Ling Zhi / Reishi mushroom)

Ganoderma polysaccharides→ Immunoregulatory and epigenetic effects

Carbohydrates and a balanced amino acid spectrum→ Nourishes and strengthens 
the skin barrier

Secondary fungal metabolites→ Relieve stress and invigorate

For LIFTONIN®-QI Ganoderma lucidum is extracted using water like in 
TCM – for the best possible combination of active ingredients

The 
mushroom of 
the gods and 

longevity
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LIFTONIN®-QI
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is produced using climate-neutral means

LIFTONIN®-QI - For a skin in harmony and balance

Contributes to 
13 of the 17 

UN Sustainable 
Development 

Goals

PRODUCTION CHAIN

Cultivation Drying Water 
extraction

Processing LIFTONIN®-QI 

Composting

Nationwide
regional projects

Switzerland

Biogas
Sichuan

China



In-vivo and in-vitro studies confirm 
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the effectiveness of LIFTONIN®-QI 

Strengthens the dermis by 32 %

Improves the complexion

Increases skin elasticity by 16 %

Shows excellent lifting results

Reduces expression lines

Strengthens the epidermis
Balances receptors for
positive mood

Protects the epidermis from
epigenetic stress
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LIFTONIN®-QI decodes the language of young skin

LIFTONIN®-QI – the DNA of beauty

LIFTONIN®-QI activates the skin's youth program

LIFTONIN®-QI "cleans your genes"

Potential marketing claims and benefits
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of your products
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IN-VITRO STUDIESIN-VIVO STUDIES

• Lifts facial features and redefines 

volume

• Strengthens the dermis by 32 %

• Increases skin elasticity by 16 %

• Improves the complexion

• Strengthens the epidermis

• Reduces expression lines

Scientifically proven effects
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of LIFTONIN®-QI at a glance

• Balances receptors for positive 

mood

• Protects the skin from 

epigenetic stress
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(in-vivo study)

LIFTONIN®-QI lifts facial features and redefines volume
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D0 / D14 D0 / D28

#11 #3

Firms and sculpts 

Upper eyelid lifting

Redefined contours

Caucasian skin Asian skin

Visual representation 
of the lifting results

Vector display of skin 
movements compared to 
the baseline (VECTRA XT).
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LIFTONIN®-QI has excellent lifting properties
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(in-vivo study)

Tightens the skin

METHOD

Measurement of skin movement using high-
resolution 3D photography (VECTRA XT).

PROCEDURE

Application of a cosmetic formulation to the 
face once a day for 84 days (half-side test). 
Measurement after 14, 28 and 84 days. 

RESULTS

Significant lifting effect after just 2 weeks. 
Highly significant lifting by over 5% after 3 
months.

Lifting efficacy

5

* = p < 0.05; ** = p < 0.01; *** = p < 0.001
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Visual evaluation of expression lines
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How an average face is calculated from the subpopulations of the study (in-vivo study)

D0 / D14 D0 / D28METHOD

Computer-aided overlay of faces with 
Caucasian and Asian skin from high-
resolution 3D photographs (VECTRA XT).

PROCEDURE

Application of a cosmetic formulation to 
the face once a day for 84 days (half-side 
test). Calculation after 0, 14, 28 and 84 
days. 

RESULTS

Average faces for the visual evaluation of 
global expression lines.
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RESULT

Significant reduction
of nasolabial and
marionette folds

LIFTONIN ® -QI visibly reduces expression lines
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(in-vivo study)

Visibly reduces
expression lines

Reduces lines

Smooths the area
around the mouth
and nose 
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Visual assessment of facial expression
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How half faces are put together to form whole faces (in-vivo study)

A powerful and very stable antioxidant with 
outstanding performance.

METHOD

Mirroring of half faces with graphic software.

PROCEDURE

Application of a cosmetic formulation to the face once a day 
for 84 days (half-side test). All subjects used placebo on the 
right side of their face and LIFTONIN®-QI on the left side. 
Graphic mirroring of the unit faces after 0 and 84 days. 

RESULTS

Reconstructed faces, treated with either placebo or 
LIFTONIN®-QI.

Hemiface mirroring
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LIFTONIN®-QI puts a smile on your face
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(in-vivo study)

For positively radiant skin

METHOD

Subjective assessment of expression parameters of the mirrored, 
reconstructed faces on a 10-point scale.

PROCEDURE

Application of a cosmetic formulation to the face once a day for 84 
days (half-side test). Graphic mirroring of the average faces after 0 
and 84 days. 

RESULTS

The side treated with LIFTONIN®-QI shows clearly visible 
improvements in complexion and relaxation. It was rated as 
significantly happier.

Evaluation of facial expression after 84 days
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By the way…
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LIFTONIN®-QI as an alternative to CBD? (in-vitro study)

For happy skin

METHOD

Analysis of the binding of ligands to their specific receptors by 
means of scintillation (measurement of radioactivity)

PROCEDURE

Radioactive labelling of the specific ligands and binding to the 
receptors. Measurement of displacement in the presence of the 
cosmetic active ingredient. 

RESULTS

Supports the binding of ligands of the mood-enhancing CB1 and 
CB2 receptors and inhibits the binding of ligands to the stress 
receptor CRF1.

Agonist binding to psychoactive receptors
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LIFTONIN®-QI ensures an even complexion and reduces
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spots (in-vivo study)

Visibly improves the complexion

Makes your skin look youthful

METHOD

Analysis of visible skin spots using high-
resolution photography (VISIA).

PROCEDURE

Application of a cosmetic formulation to the 
face once a day for 84 days (half-side test). 
Photographs after 14, 28 and 84 days. 

RESULTS

Significant improvements in visible spots and 
expression lines.

Improvement of skin homogeneity and roughness
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LIFTONIN®-QI ensures an even complexion and reduces
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spots (in-vivo study)

Reduces skin spots

METHOD

Analysis of visible skin spots using high-
resolution photography (VISIA).

PROCEDURE

Application of a cosmetic formulation to the 
face once a day for 84 days (half-side test). 
Photographs after 14, 28 and 84 days. 

RESULTS

Significant improvements in visible skin spots.

Reduction of visible spots

5
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LIFTONIN®-QI improves the complexion
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(in-vivo study)

Visibly improves the complexion

Even, supple skin

For a new look and vitality

METHOD

Assessment of skin parameters by the dermatologist using a 9-
point rating scale.

PROCEDURE

Application of a cosmetic formulation to the face once a day 
for 84 days (half-side test). Assessment after 14, 28 and 84 
days. 

RESULTS

Significant improvements in homogeneity, evenness, 
suppleness and roughness.

Development of skin parameters
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LIFTONIN®-QI builds up the epidermis
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(in-vivo study)

Strengthens and tones the skin

METHOD

Measurement of the epidermal thickness using confocal 
microscopy.

PROCEDURE

Application of a cosmetic formulation to the face once a day 
for 84 days (half-side test). Measurement after 14, 28 and 84 
days. 

RESULTS

Significant increase in epidermal thickness by over 4%.

Improvement of epidermal thickness
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LIFTONIN®-QI increases the skin's elasticity
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(in-vivo study)

Improves the elasticity of the skin

METHOD

Measurement of skin elasticity using cutometry.

PROCEDURE

Application of a cosmetic formulation to the face once a day 
for 84 days (half-side test). Measurement after 14, 28 and 84 
days. 

RESULTS

Significant increase in skin elasticity by over 16%.

Improvement in skin elasticity
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LIFTONIN®-QI increases the protein density
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in the dermis (in-vivo study)

Provides a denser skin

"Collagen filler"

METHOD

Measurement of dermis density using ultrasound 
measurement.

PROCEDURE

Application of a cosmetic formulation to the face once a day 
for 84 days (half-side test). Measurement after 14, 28 and 84 
days. 

RESULTS

Significant increase in dermal density by over 30% and 
improvement in dermis quality (reduction in SLEB) by 13%.

Development of dermal parameters
SLEB                                            Dermal density 
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LIFTONIN®-QI protects the skin barrier 
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from epigenetic stress (in-vitro study)

Activates the skin's youth program

METHOD

Generation of a 3D epidermal skin model in cell culture.

PROCEDURE

Seeding of keratinocyte progenitor cells from a female donor 
(36 years old) in medium for 3 days. Subsequent cultivation in 
medium with S-adenosylmethionine and AZT (methylation 
stress). Reconstruction of the 3D skin model.

RESULTS

The detachment of the stratum corneum from the cell 
assembly under methylation stress could be significantly 
prevented. The skin barrier is stronger.

Skin barrier damage in methylation stress
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LIFTONIN®-QI protects the skin barrier 
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from epigenetic stress (in-vitro study)

Improves the skin barrier

METHOD

Measurement of stratum corneum detachments in the 3D skin 
model.

PROCEDURE

Seeding of keratinocyte progenitor cells from a female donor (36 
years old) in complete medium for 3 days. Subsequent 
cultivation in medium with S-adenosylmethionine and AZT 
(methylation stress). Reconstruction of the 3D skin model.

RESULTS

The detachment of the stratum corneum from the cell assembly 
under methylation stress could be significantly prevented. 

Skin barrier damage in methylation stress
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LIFTONIN®-QI suppresses epigenetic 
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inflammatory reactions (in-vitro study)

Soothes the skin

METHOD

Quantification of inflammatory mediators using ELISA.

PROCEDURE

Seeding of keratinocyte progenitor cells from a female donor 
(36 years old) in complete medium for 3 days. Subsequent 
cultivation in medium with S-adenosylmethionine and AZT 
(methylation stress). Reconstruction of the 3D skin model and 
analysis of the supernatant.

RESULTS

The release of inflammatory mediators under methylation 
stress could be significantly reduced.

Reduction of inflammatory mediators
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Disclaimer
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Utilisation of this document or parts thereof as well as product names for commercial or industrial applications is subject to 
explicit written approval by RAHN AG. This information is based on our own experience to date and we believe it to be reliable. 
This document is provided for information purposes only; the information therein may be used at your own discretion and risk.
We cannot guarantee favourable results and assume no liability in connection with the consequences of the use of this 
information or of the use of the methods or products described. None of this information is intended to represent a commercial 
licence or a recommendation to infringe patents.

Presentation LIFTONIN®-QI Version April 2021
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THANK YOU
FOR YOUR ATTENTION


